Automatic Aerosol Dispenser
Operation Instruction

1. Confirm the power switch is in the state of OFF, and to load two " C " Size batteries. Suggest using two alkaline batteries to make it more effective.

2. User can adjust and set up spray interval by 7.5/15/30 minutes.

3. Similarly, user can adjust his favorite operation mode from 24H/NIGHT/DAY.

4. The following diagram will demo how to load one refill can into the right position of dispenser housing.

5. Turn on the power. The dispenser will activate as before selected operation mode continuously. If found there is not activated yet, user should check on/off switch.

6. Continuously per 5 seconds flashing green LED light indicates that the dispenser is in good condition.

7. Red flash indicates the spray time is over 3000 times, and one air freshener refill might be used up. Then what you have to do is to check the air freshener refill. Replace a new refill, you should turn on/off the power switch again to clear spray record; by then red alarm flash will stop.
Automatic Aerosol Dispenser
Switch button and light function

1. POWER & TIME SET SWITCH
When turning on power from OFF to ON, gear set will activate and press down once automatically and it shall lead the can to spray out.

2. TIME SET SWITCH
User can adjust and set up spray interval by 7.5/ 15/ 30 minutes.

3. LIGHT SENSOR SWITCH
   - **24H** Under 24-hour mode, it will activate in a whole day round.
   - **NIGHT** Under night mode, the dispenser would only spray under the environment where there’s NO light source nearby.
   - **DAY** Under day mode, the dispenser would only spray under the environment where there’s light source nearby.

4. GREEN LED
   Flashing light-emitting diode in green indicates its normal operation status.

5. CDS SENSOR
   It is a kind of light source inductor which can identify its environment as mode at night or daytime automatically.

6. RED LED
   It is a kind of alarm light. Its flash means the refill may be used up and you may replace one new can.